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Case:
Reference NTSB Aviation Accident Report (3 Pages)
Questions (No right or wrong):
- What do the FAR’s say about fuel requirements?
- What does AFI 34-117 say about fuel requirements?
- What SOP’s does your club have regarding fuel planning?
- Do you use the gauge value or fuel burn rate/time for estimating endurance and
why?
- During a loss of power event why should you reference the emergency
checklist?

Discussion:
Proper fuel planning is a critical element in pre-flight preparations. No pilot ever
intends to conduct a flight and plan on loosing engine power due to fuel
starvation and subsequently execute an off-airport landing. So why does general
aviation still have such events?
NTSB data indicates most fuel exhaustion events are the result of “improper fuel
planning”. I find this verbiage too vague to distill actionable learning points.
Having said that I humbly offer some thoughts on fuel exhaustion causes and
possible remedies.
I think some pilots approach fuel planning in an aircraft the same way they do in
an automobile. Some people refuel a car when the gauge shows “low”. In other
cases they may refuel only at convenient times and yet other times they may

simply wait until the car is almost out of gas. The consequences of running out
of gas during flight are far more substantial than the same event in a car!
A remedy for this approach to fuel planning in aviation is the use of dispatch
protocols. The simple need to explain, to another pilot, how long you will be
airborne and the fuel needed to accomplish the flight provokes the thinking and
analysis required for successful fuel planning. This strategy also provides a
second set of eyes to verify the fuel required.
Another reason I think pilots in general aviation continue to run of fuel is because
they place too much faith in the accuracy of the fuel gauge or engine operating
time. General aviation fuel gauges are notoriously inaccurate and should
therefore only be used as general estimates of fuel volume. Timing engine
operation since the last fuel top-off is a better option but carries inaccuracies as
well. Operating time depends on type of flying (pattern operations vs cruise),
altitude, temperature, leaning procedures and variations in the engine itself.
A remedy for the gauge error and timing issues is to plan flights using the
highest fuel burn rates published, or known, for the given aircraft. A dipstick is
the most accurate way of determining fuel onboard. Some aircraft have other
features, such as marks on the fuel tab, to make accurate fuel determination
possible without a dipstick. Accurate fuel quantity plus conservative fuel
planning will greatly reduce the risk of flying an aircraft into a fuel starvation
scenario. Furthermore it is essential to ensure appropriate reserves are always
calculated.
The discussions above are based on my experience. They are, as I mention
above, my opinion. I therefore welcome any and all discussion on the causes and
remedies for the too often occurrence of fuel starvation in general aviation. A
professional and frank discussion goes a long way to finding solutions for
problems.
CONTINUE TO FLY SAFE!

